Silver & Shungite Pendant
A gorgeous pendant made with Silver and Shungite to promote clarity and letting go, as well as giving
protection from harmful EMF frequencies
All of our Orgonite Pendants strengthen bioenergetic field (Aura), revitalise body and protect from harmful
influences such as electromagnetic radiation (EMR) or negative energies.

Benefits of Silver:
The medicinal use of silver is traceable back to Ancient Greece and Egypt. Even then, small amounts of silver (today we use
colloidal silver) were used for their antibacterial, antifungal and antiviral properties. It was known that storing perishable
goods or water in silver containers kept these goods fresher for longer.
Silver was often used as a part of purification rituals and was a symbol of wealth and advantage, much like gold, but with
a much calmer and more healing-oriented energy. Silver is connected to the moon, and as such to the feminine aspect of
energy. Much like the moon, it has a reflective property, and so reflects negativity from the wearer.
Many psychics and gemstone users use silver to amplify and channel the qualities of other gemstones, for example
turquoise or amethyst. This ameliorating quality is particularly useful in Orgonite, as we combine it with several other
gemstones in our products.

Benefits of Shungite:
Shungite has electric conductivity properties. This is said to be the reason for one of shungite most notable uses: shielding
and protection from EMF electromagnetic radiation from things like TVs, computers, microwaves, cell phones, and other
items. This shielding brings with it many healing energies.
Shungite is used by many for purification. This often takes the form of creating an elixir or purifying water for drinking or
bathing the skin to bring about healing and energy. Springs near the source of Shungite have been used at least as far back
as Czar Peter the Great for its healing properties.
Shungite is an excellent stone for magical and mystical work. It grounds spiritual energy to bring it into the Earth plane
existence. Shungite is also used to bring Light into the auric energy field, allowing positive energy only to reach within that
field. This brings not only physical protection, but also psychic protection. It is said to be protection against the evil eye
and negative energies. Shungite is said to calm and relax anyone using or near it. This may be due to its protective energies
and rejection of negative energy. Shungite is related to the root or base chakra.
The Orgonite Pendant comes in a lovely pouch of original Shwe Shwe fabric to make sure you
store it away nicely and do not scratch the polished surface of the orgonite. All Shwe Shwe fabrics
are 100% cotton!

Healing properties typically associated with the gemstones contained in this pendant:
✓ Orgonite mix revitalises and uplifts the energy field, neutralises EMF and radiation
✓ Shungite powder: EMF protection, psychic protection, grounding, purification and cleansing, calming and relaxation
✓ Silver filings & Silver leaf: has antibacterial, antiviral and antifungal properties, strong purifier, calming and healingoriented, reflects negativity from the wearer, amplifies qualities of other gemstones
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Black Tourmaline: Talisman of protection, guards against radiation and environmental pollution, grounding and soothing
Galenite: Counters EMF effects, assists in personal transformation, increases personal power, brings courage in difficult times
Rose Quartz: Soothing, lowers stress and tension, promotes nurturing
Kyanite traces: Connection, dissolving blockages, enhances communication and psychic ability, breaking self-destructive
patterns, encourages self-reflection and overcoming a victim mentality

✓ Chrysocolla: Balancing, soothing, detoxifying
✓ Amethyst: Promotes sobriety and concentration, processing of experiences and perceptions
✓ Green Aventurine: said to be a stone of luck and great opportunity, aids in releasing old patterns, enhances creativity and
motivation
*
**

DOR = Deadly Orgon Radiation (means negative form of life energy).
POR = Positive Orgon Radiation (means positive form of life energy).

Details: Orgonite amulet with silver and shungite Ø = 54 mm, h = 6mm (all dimensions are approximate - product is handmade - appearance may differ
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